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Abstract
The paper explores the distribution of gesture in staged and natural behavior in monologues. The research data
are the cinematic (staged) and interview (natural) monologues featuring two discourse types, argumentation and description, produced by the same actors (5 women and 5 men). 1014 speech and gesture probes are annotated for 42
speech functions of argumentation and description and 15 gesture types to further establish the speech function predictors in female and male behavior. The study helped outline the trends in gesture redistribution in staged and natural
behavior (specifically, in Holding, Molding, Expressing attitude gestures and Self-adaptors) as well as in the redistribution in female and male input in prognostic gesturing (with higher female input into co-speech gesturing in natural
behavior). The data obtained contribute to the research field of staged behavior identification.
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Аннотация
В работе изучается распределение типов жестов в постановочном и естественном монологическом поведении. Исследование выполнено на материале монологов кино (постановочное поведение) и интервью
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(естественное поведение) аргументативно-описательного характера одних и тех же актеров (5 женщин и 5
мужчин). Аннотированию подвергаются 1014 проб речи и жестов на предмет показателей активности 42
функций аргументативной и описательной речи, сопряженных с 15 типами жестов; при этом устанавливаются
функции речи, вызывающие появления определенных жестов в поведении женщин и мужчин. Выявляются
тенденции в перераспределении роли жестов в постановочном и естественном поведении (особенно явно они
проявляются в выборе жестов удержания, придания формы, выражения отношения, жестов самоадапторов) с
учетом женского и мужского проявлений (так, женские проявления доминируют в естественной коммуникации). Полученные данные найдут свое применение в сфере прогностической оценки постановочной коммуникации.
Ключевые слова: жесты, сопровождающие речь, постановочное поведение, аргументация, описание,
монолог, жесты мужчин, жесты женщин
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Introduction

Co-speech gesturing may serve as an instrument for identifying staged and natural communicative behavior. Given that gesturing displays specificity in staged behavior, for instance in cinematic performance, the related studies claim that such gesturing is highly symbolic, imagistic and individual [7, 8,
19]. Additionally, several works suggest that gestures are manifested differently in female and male
behavior. Overall, women tend to use more hand gestures [2, 4, 28] which are mostly functional rather
than perceptual [13, 18]. Men may use more fidgeting and express restless behavior in comparison to
women [13]. In a more recent work [18], it is stated that women spend more time on gesturing and use
gestures with nouns, while men mostly accompany adjectives with gestures. The research reveals that
the temporal alignment between hand and gesture in terms of what comes first, a word or a gesture, is
the same for both genders: gestures precede the speech, however the time lags between hand movements
and related speech are longer for men than women. Meanwhile, co-speech gesturing is also affected by
the discourse type which predetermines the choice of gestures in communication [7, 16, 20]. Most commonly, the studies explore speech and gesture contingencies in argumentation and description [17, 24,
27] since these two discourse types appear in multiple formats of staged and natural communication.
In this article, we explore co-speech gesturing as determined by 1) staged and natural communicative
behavior, 2) argumentation and description discourse types, 3) female and male behavior; therefore, we
investigate a complex of factors influencing gesture use. Following A. Cienki [6], we suggest that speech
and gesture alignment in female and male staged and natural communication is affected by speech functions, here the functions of argumentation and description [3, 9]. The research data for contrasting staged
and natural communication are the monologues from cinematic and TV interviews produced by 10
highly ranked actors (5 males, 5 females). Contrasting co-speech gesture distribution allows to detect
less natural gesture use, most presumably caused by staged communication. The contributions of the
current study include (i) establishing co-speech gesture distribution in staged and natural communicative
behavior as affected by the speech functions of argumentation and description; (ii) specifying the degree
of male and female input into co-speech gesture distribution.

2
2.1

Speech and gesture alignment. A functional view
Related work. Gesture types and speech functions

In the study, we apply the method of contrastive analysis to co-speech gesturing in staged (cinema) and
natural (interview) behavior considering the speech functions and the functional types of gestures [5,
16, 26, 27]. The functional approach to exploring speech and gesture alignment was developed in the
multimodal semiotic studies of C. Müller, A. Cienki, and O. Iriskhanova, who describe gestures considering their functional types [16]. Following this typology, we can differentiate several types of gestures
displaying 15 functions: deictic (Pointing, Touching gestures), representational (Holding, Molding, Acting, Embodying, Tracing gestures), pragmatic (Discourse structuring, Discourse representational, Discourse emphatic, Expressing attitude/evaluation, Contact establishing gestures), adaptive (Self-adaptors,
Object-adaptors). We also identified Beats as multifunctional gestures (see Appendix).
To proceed with contrastive analysis of staged and natural co-speech gesturing, we also specify the
speech functions in argumentation and description. There are two common types of speech functions
which appear in discourse studies, they are communicative and discourse structuring functions.
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Staged and natural gesturing in argumentation and description

Communicative functions are dependent on the discourse type. Regarding argumentation, the studies
account for its ability to express opinions and beliefs [1], subjectivity and intersubjectivity [36], argumentation schemes like Example, Cause to Effect and Effect to Cause, Practical Reasoning, Inconsistency [3]. The studies of description mostly appeal to the discourse themes [25], as well as to the
discourse components and types of discourse events including referent and space construal types [21,
32]. Discourse structuring functions appear in discourse construal theories which manifest the ways of
information foregrounding [15, 31, 33] and its rhetorical structure [11, 14, 17, 22]. They are mostly
suitable for both argumentation and description.
2.2

Annotations and data processing

To annotate the samples, we segmented the speech into propositions and modal frames (expressing the
speaker’s attitude to the proposition) which served as the speech units of analysis. For instance, the
fragment from N. Mordyukova’s cinematic monologue Не важно / родственница / вы что с человеком делаете / сами-то вон как живете / а он / больной весь насквозь / пьет всякую гадость / ить
он тебе отец (It is not important / I am a relative / what are you doing with the man / you live a good
life / but what about him / he is sick / he drinks heavily / but he is your father) contains 8 speech units
since each of them is either a proposition (родственница / сами-то вон как живете / больной весь
насквозь / пьет всякую гадость / ить он тебе отец) or a modal frame (Не важно / а он / вы что с
человеком делаете). Following the classifications of speech functions, we explored 23 functions of
argumentation and 19 functions of description (presented below). To limit the speech function inventory,
we adhered to the following principle: in case the unit of analysis was a proposition, the speech functions
inventory was to be sufficient to attribute a communicative and / or a discourse structuring function of
description; if the unit of analysis was a modal frame, the inventory allowed to annotate a communicative and / or a discourse structuring function of argumentation. Thus, in a modal frame Не важно we
identified communicative and / or discourse structuring functions of argumentation, and in the proposition родственница we identified communicative and / or discourse structuring functions of description.
Although in several cases modality was implicitly present in the proposition, for instance in the proposition сами-то вон как живете, where we annotated both the functions of description and argumentation. The monologues were annotated by three coders. When the speech segmentation borders were
unclear, for instance when the propositions included other propositions or were articulated without
pauses, we treated these segments as one speech unit. In case we had different opinions about the function of speech or gesture, we accepted the decision by vote.
Annotation was performed in ELAN software, created by Max Plank Institute (https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan) in 3 tiers.
Tier 1. Functions of argumentation involved 23 coded subfunctions illustrated below with the examples from the monologues: Opinion <101> (это чуть ли не единственный случай в мировой истории) , (Emotional) assessment <102> (Люблю свою работу), Stating reasons, consequences, conditions <103> ([иной раз так схватит и прижмет], что белый свет в глазах меркнет), Contrast
<104> (а не то, что модно, престижно или положено), Accusation <105> (у вас сердца никакого
нету), Agreement / Disagreement <106> (да я знаю), Appeal to action <107> (давайте Стасика обратно), Promise and persuasion <108> (я обещаю), Threat <109> (ну я тебе), Comparison <110>
(потому что тогда и-и счастья бы тоже не было), Appeal to power <111> (они Чусовы / они же
все могут), Emphasizing opinion or assessment <112> (конечно я ему очень благодарен за это безусловно), Self-correcting <113> (если я не ошибаюсь), Specification <114> ([про жену я уж не говорю / тут дело такое / что тут сразу слов подходящих не сыщешь] только признаться тоже
давно уже позабыл / как у нее подмышками пахнет), Generalization <115> (это нормально), Intersubjectivity <116> (мы.. мы подлецы), Appeal to attention <117> (а знаете), Rhetorical communication <118> (что я на студии Довженко?), Initializing communication <119> (что с тобой?), Chain
of arguments <120> ([очень умела жить / почему-то ей очень завидовали] очень рано вставала),
Self-quote <121> (мать честная [я думаю]), Quoting others <122> ([он сказал] если б вы видели /
какую я вырастил капусту), Figurativity <123> (вся комната отразилась как зеркало).
Tier 2. Functions of description involved 19 coded subfunctions illustrated here with the examples
from the monologues: Achievement <201> (а наши взяли этого Ганса и перекинули его через эту
дорогу), Process <202> (это мы ведь играли не их), State <203> (а нас здесь двадцать восемь),
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Accentuated subject <204> (так что не все хотят быть руководителями), Accentuated object
<205> (то я вам расскажу не про себя, а про горниста), Accentuated action or state <206> (он
погиб), Accentuated characteristics <207> (когда мы что-то очень сильно чувствуем), Accentuated
time <208> (год их не видел), Accentuated place <209> (стою на приступке печи), Emphasizing
discourse component <210> (а только что я могла сделать), Self-correcting <211> (там наступали
вроде разведка), Specification <212> (речь идет о каком-то ящике / в котором можно хранить
груду штампованного железа), Generalization <213> (ну вот так это было), Chain of events <214>
(хохотали лежали и плакали), New event <215> (однажды мне так страшно стало), Appeal to
attention <216> (знаешь / он попятился попятился), Self-quote <217> (и вот я говорю / зачем?),
Quoting others <218> ([а мама говорила] он же сталкер), Figurativity <219> (Вот и идем с ним
вразброд как конь с черепахой).
Tier 3. Gesture types were present in 5 sub-tiers. Sub-tier 3.1. Deictic gestures included Pointing
<301>, Touching <302> gestures. Sub-tier 3.2. Representational gestures involved Holding <303>,
Molding <304>, Acting <305>, Embodying <306>, Tracing <307> gestures. Sub-tier 3.3. Pragmatic
gestures included Discourse structuring <308>, Discourse representational <309>, Discourse emphatic
<310>, Expressing attitude/evaluation <311>, Contact establishing <312> gestures. Sub-tier 3.4. Adaptors were Self-adaptors <313>, Object-adaptors <314>. Sub-tier 3.5. Beats <315>.
The research data are 10 cinematic monologues of 10 highly ranked actors of 1960-1980-s, L.
Gurchenko (“Love and Doves”, 1984), N. Mordyukova ( “Relatives”, 1981), A. Freindlikh (“Stalker”,
1979), V. Alentova (“Time for thought”, 1982), L. Akhedzhakova (“Garage”, 1979), V. Tikhonov (“Let
us live till Monday”, 1968), R. Bykov (“The doorbell rings, open the door”, 1961), S. Bondarchuk
(“Man’s fate”, 1959), Yu. Nikulin (from “They fought for the Country”, 1975), A. Batalov (“Moscow
does not believe in tears”, 1980); and 10 interview monologues presented by the same actors and actresses. To demonstrate the annotation procedure, we will consider the above given fragment from N.
Mordyukova’s monologue (see Figure 1). We may observe that at the moment of speaking Mordyukova
employs a Pointing gesture <301> and a Tracing gesture <307> while presenting an argument сами-то
вон как живете using (Emotional) assessment <102> and presenting a description of Process <202>
and Accentuated characteristics <207> (of a mode of living).

Figure 1: Annotation

It is worth mentioning that speech functions and gesture types often appear in clusters. In the example
above the clustering gestures are of different types; however, the gestures of the same type can also form
clusters. In the unit ить он тебе отец we observe both Opinion <101> and Promise and persuasion
<108> in argumentation and Accentuated object <205> in отец and State <203> in description; two
pragmatic gestures are applied, Discourse structuring <308> and Contact establishing <312>.
The data processing algorithm included 4 steps described below.
Step 1. Analysis of frequency (activity) of speech functions and gesture types in monologues (overall,
20 monologues, duration: min 2:12, max 3:36, annotation unit number: min 22, max 66 in staged
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monologues, and min 24, max 71 in natural monologues). The total number of annotation units is 203
and 205 for males, and 305 and 301 for females, respectively, so the data are compatible.
Step 2. Contingency analysis of speech functions and gesture types in female and male behavior
(overall, 4 data blocks, females and males performing in staged and natural monologues). Since there
were 15 gesture types, and 42 speech functions, we performed 630 χ²-tests for each data block, overall,
2520 tests followed by Bonferroni-Holm corrections.
Step 3. Regression analysis of speech functions and gesture types (overall, 2 data blocks). 30 linear
regression tests (for 15 gestures in 2 data blocks) were performed, R2-values and best predictors (speech
functions) were established.
Step 4. Contrastive analysis of best predictors (speech functions) of gesture types and contrastive
analysis of male and female input into model predictability. We applied chart modelling to identify the
male and female input, contrasting the presence of speech functions with significant χ²-values.

3
3.1

Results
Distribution of speech functions and gesture types

The overall activity of speech and gesture in “female” and “male” data blocks is manifested in Table 1.

Speech functions
Argumentation
Description
Gesture types
Deictic
Representational
Pragmatic
Adaptors
Beats

Staged
performance
901
380
521
237
39
40
141
16
1

Females

Natural
performance
1095
356
739
356
22
90
155
75
14

Staged
performance
728
260
468
145
17
16
89
13
10

Males

Natural
performance
826
240
586
303
36
76
127
53
11

Table 1: Speech functions and gesture types activity (Abs)

Females vs. Males. In staged performance Repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant differences in 5 females’ speech and gesture distribution (F(4, 280)=22.9, p<.001), in speech functions (F(4,
205)=12.1, p=0.017), and in gesture types (F(4, 70)=15.3, p=0.004). It displayed even more significant
differences in 5 males’ speech and gesture distribution (F(4, 280)=44, p<.001), in speech functions (F(4,
205)=28.6, p<.001), and in gesture types (F(4, 70)=15.7, p=0.003). In natural performance Repeated
measures ANOVA did not reveal significant differences in 5 females’ speech and gesture distribution.
However, it disclosed differences in 5 males’ speech and gesture distribution (F(4, 280)=55.2, p<.001),
in speech functions (F(4, 205)=36, p<.001), and in gesture types (F(4, 70)=20.1, p<.001).
Staged vs. Natural performance. Paired samples T-test showed the differences in speech and gesture
distribution with females and males in staged monologues (t(1, 56)=-3.87, p<.001), in speech function
distribution (t(1, 41)=-3.02, p=0.004), and in gesture type distribution (t(1, 14)=-2.42, p=0.03). The same
test type performed for natural monologues reported the differences with females and males (t(1, 56)=3.34, p=0.001), in speech function distribution (t(1, 41)=-3.32, p=0.002); however, in gesture type distribution no significant differences were found. Paired samples T-test of speech and gesture distribution
in staged and natural monologues showed that the differences are significant (t(1, 56)=-2.52, p=0.014).
Figure 2 illustrates the gesture distribution in staged and natural behavior.
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Figure 2: Contrastive gesture activity in staged (left) and natural (right) communication

3.2

Contingencies of speech functions and gesture types

Since the data in 4 blocks (staged female, staged male, natural female, natural male behavior) were of a
nominal type, we established the contingency values of speech functions and gesture types in χ² tests of
association. In Figures 3-6 we present the results of 2520 tests followed by Bonferroni-Holm corrections; to visualize the results we substituted insignificant results with 0, the bars demonstrate χ²-values
with significant p-values. All χ²-values exceeding 80 (there were 5 in 4 data blocks) were transformed
into 81 to fit into visualizations. Figures 3 and 4 manifest the contingencies in staged monologues.

Figure 3: Female co-speech gestures in staged monologues, χ²-values

Figure 4: Male co-speech gestures in staged monologues, χ²-values

We may observe that male behavior manifests a larger number of speech functions contingent on
gesture types; additionally, these are the functions of description which prevail. Overall, the total number
of contingent speech functions among females is 40, among males it is 71; consequently, males’ gesture
behavior seems more predictable. It is affected by several description functions, Accentuated subject
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<204> (for Discourse structuring gestures χ²=50.7, p<.001, for Beats χ²=33.7, p<.001), Accentuated object <205> (for Pointing gestures χ²=34.1, p<.001, for Discourse structuring gestures χ²=35.6, p<.001),
Accentuated action or state <206> (for Embodying gestures χ²=40, p<.001), Accentuated characteristics
<207> (for Pointing gestures χ²=50.4, p<.001, for Discourse structuring gestures χ²=57.3, p<.001, for
Expressing attitude gestures χ²=57.8, p<.001). The highest χ²-values among females were for Expressing
attitude/evaluation gestures.
In Figures 5 and 6 we show the contingencies in natural monologues. The results manifest that female
gesture behavior is more predictable and dependent on speech. We observe multiple contingencies in
both argumentation and description speech functions; however, they are higher in descriptions.

Figure 5: Female co-speech gesture use in natural monologues, χ²-values

Figure 6: Male co-speech gesture use in natural monologues, χ²-values

The results suggest that female and male behavior displays differences in staged and natural communication. The highest contingencies in male natural behavior appear in Expressing attitude/evaluation
gestures; the same was true of females in staged behavior. As opposed to females in staged monologues,
males’ co-speech gesture behavior is more stable. Females become highly predictable in natural communication in almost all gesture types; the highest contingencies were observed in Representational
gestures (Molding gestures with Accentuated characteristics <207> χ²=339, p<.001; with State <203>
χ²=36.6, p<.001; Tracing gestures with Accentuated characteristics <207> χ²=55.8, p<.001), Pragmatic
gestures (Discourse structuring gestures with Process <202> χ²=302, p<.001; Generalization <213>
χ²=49.7, p<.001, Discourse emphatic gestures with Initializing communication <119> χ²=37.1, p<.001;
Process <202> χ²=306, p<.001), Adaptors (Self-adaptors with Accentuated time <208> χ²=152, p<.001;
(Emotional) assessment <102> χ²=74.8, p<.001).
3.3

Gesture predictors in speech. Female / male input

Since we performed 30 linear regression tests (for 15 gestures in 2 data blocks), we obtained 30 R2-values
and established the best predictors of speech functions (see Table 2).
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Gesture Types
Staged
communication

Pointing
Touching
Holding
Molding
Acting

0.11
0.126
0.067
0.05
0.104

Embodying
Tracing
Discourse structuring
Discourse representational
Discourse emphatic

0.142
0.094
0.076
0.098
0.106

Expressing attitude
Contact establishing
Self-adaptors
Object-adaptors
Beats

0.078
0.077
0.05
0.081
0.198

Natural
communication

Pointing
Touching
Holding
Molding
Acting

0.133
0.126
0.089
0.162
0.187

Embodying
Tracing
Discourse structuring
Discourse representational
Discourse emphatic

0.11
0.105
0.166
0.148
0.149

Expressing attitude
Contact establishing
Self-adaptors
Object-adaptors
Beats

0.149
0.112
0.127
0.073
0.168

Table 2: Prognostic R2-values of Regression models

We may observe that R2-values are not high, which means that in general the gestures are not straightforwardly predicted by speech functions. At the same time, there are several gestures which have better
prognostic values; these are Embodying gestures and Beats in staged monologues and Molding, Acting,
Discourse structuring, Discourse representational, Discourse emphatic, Expressing attitude gestures and
Beats in natural monologues. To contrast the best predictors of speech functions and to establish male
and female input into predictability model, we applied chart modelling. In Figures 7 and 8 we present
the charts demonstrating the gesture profiles in staged and natural monologues, where the predictors are
marked in red or green in cases when female of male significant χ²-values reappeared as model predictors. If they both appeared as model predictors, we marked them orange. When a predictor did not appear
in either female or male significant χ²-values accounts, we marked it grey.
Gestures / Speech
Pointing
Touching
Holding
Molding
Acting
Embodying
Tracing
Discourse structuring
Discourse representational
Discourse emphatic
Expressing attitude
Contact establishing
Self-adaptors
Object-adaptors
Beats
Legend:

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219

Female

Male

Both

Unclear

Figure 7: Gesture profiles in staged monologues
Gestures / Speech
Pointing
Touching
Holding
Molding
Acting
Embodying
Tracing
Discourse structuring
Discourse representational
Discourse emphatic
Expressing attitude
Contact establishing
Self-adaptors
Object-adaptors
Beats
Legend:

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219

Female

Male

Both

Unclear

Figure 8: Gesture profiles in natural monologues
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The results show that these are mostly men who contribute to higher prognostic appearance of gestures. However, there is one gesture type that is consistently produced only by females and is speech
dependent; this is Touching gesture (with Appeal to action <107> χ²=13.6, p<.001, with Specification
<114> χ²=8.37, p=0.004, with Intersubjectivity <116> χ²=6.68, p=0.001). Discourse emphatic and Discourse structuring gestures, as well as Beats, are speech dependent only among males; thus, this specificity may serve as an indicator of the staged character of communication.
Figure 8 shows that as opposed to staged behavior, natural performance is largely predicted by female
gesture behavior. There are no gestures which (provided that they were contingent on speech functions)
are attributed to male behavior. However, we may observe that Object-adaptors are speech dependent
only in the behavior of females (with Intersubjectivity <116> χ²=4.4, p=0.036; with Specification <212>
χ²=17, p<.001; with New event <215> χ²=8.44, p=0.004), whereas the use of Self-adaptors does not
depend on speech functions.

4

Discussion

In the present study, we contrasted the distribution of speech functions and gesture types in argumentation and description in the communicative behavior of women and men, staged (cinematic behavior)
and natural (interview). Whereas the results show that gesture distribution is dependent on the type of
communicative behavior [7, 8], there are significant differences in male and female performance. We
observe higher variance between women and men in staged performance. Interestingly, in natural monologues the input of female gesture behavior is more significant in contrast with male gesture behavior
and in comparison with both female and male gesturing in staged performance. It is also noticeable that
the number of predictors in natural performance is higher, with 51 predictors in staged and 76 predictors
in natural performance. If we consider the predictors in male behavior, we may claim that their number
is larger (27 against 20) in staged behavior, whereas for female behavior the situation is different (14
against 39). The results support the view that women tend to use more hand gestures during communication [3, 5, 29], besides this is relevant for both staged and natural behavior. However, the prevalent
use of adaptors in male behavior revealed in prior works [13] was not attested. Moreover, the use of
adaptors is largely dependent on the type of behavior. Therefore, the results extend the outcomes of the
studies on staged and natural communication [10, 27, 30] since they present the contrastive values for
females and males and in both communication types.
The results also prove that gesture distribution is contingent on speech functions [7, 16, 20]. Overall,
the total number of contingent speech functions among females is 95, among males it is equal to 71,
which attests to the intentional gesture use among both women and men [12, 24]. The results support
the efficiency of addressing speech functions referring to opinion and expressivity [1], subjectivity and
intersubjectivity [36], and largely to foregrounding [15, 33] as stimulating co-speech gesturing. At the
same time, they specify the existing typologies of gesture types [6, 7, 16, 27] since they allow to observe
their distribution as dependent on staged and natural performance. Somewhat unexpectedly, pragmatic
gestures were poorly predicted by speech functions in staged behavior. As opposed to it, in natural behavior their use appears more consistent and speech dependent. The use of Embodying gestures is more
frequent, which might be explained by figurative imagery in gesturing is an indicator of the staged character of communication.
Overall, the study allows to formulate the following conclusions:
1. Co-speech gesture distribution in staged and natural communicative behavior manifests specificity
in several gesture functions, in Holding, Molding, Expressing attitude gestures and Self-adaptors.
2. Gesture distribution is strongly affected my female / male input. Female input is influential in
natural communication, whereas male input is more evident in staged communication.
3. Argumentation and description as speech functions predetermine gesture distribution, with description stimulating male gesturing in both staged and natural communication and female gesturing in natural communication.
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Final remarks

Since co-gestural behavior serves as a visual indicator of pre-planned communication, the study aimed
to reveal the predictors in speech functions stimulating gesturing as part of staged and natural performance. Importantly, we also assessed the female and male input into these clines, which accommodated
two trends: first, the female / male co-gesture redistribution as determined by communicative behavior;
second, the argumentation / description speech functions as determining the use of gestures in staged
and natural monologues and with both females and males. The data obtained on (1) co-speech gesture
activity, (2) co-speech gesture contingency, (3) speech functions prognostic values and regression models values, (4) female and male input into prognostic model values, contribute to the area of communication planning, media studies, and the area of multimodal communication. Further research which
would expand the annotated corpus could help formulate recommendations on how to prevent undesirable clines in communication and to achieve a more natural communicative effect.
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Appendix. Gesture types
Deictic gestures

Pointing

Touching

«Но наша жизнь она ведь
не продолжается непрерывно, нет»
“But our life is not endless though, no”
(R. Bykov, staged communication)

«Они приедут послезавтра»
“They will arrive the day after tomorrow”
(V. Alentova, staged communication)

Pragmatic gestures
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Discourse structuring

Discourse representational

Discourse emphatic

«Как-то люди сердцем выбрали..,»
“Somehow people chose it following their heart” (A. Batalov, natural
communication)

«Когда нам нравился кто-то»
“When we liked someone”
(N. Mordyukova,
natural communication)

«Прополоскал»
“(He) rinsed (it)”
(L. Gurchenko, staged communication)

Expressing attitude/evaluation

Contact establishing

«И вдруг с ней начинается какое-то (аномалие)»
“And suddenly some kind of (anomaly) happened to her”
(L. Gurchenko, natural communication)

«Товарищи!»
“Comrades!”
(L. Akhedzhakova, staged communication)

Staged and natural gesturing in argumentation and description

Representational gestures
Holding

Molding

«Ну, что я на студии Довженко?»
“Well, what am I on the
Dovzhenko studio?”
(V. Tikhonov, natural
communication)

Acting

«Давайте Стасика обратно»
“Let’s get Stasik back!”
(N. Mordyukova, staged communication)

«И какой-то, видимо, генерал вот в такой папахе из
овечьей этой шерсти»
“And there was apparently a
general, wearing such a papakha made of sheep wool”
(L. Akhedzhakova, natural
communication)

Embodying

Tracing

«И чтобы мне выйти нужно по ступенькам подняться»
“And to leave I had to walk up the
stairs” (Yu. Nikulin, staged communication)

«Это была такая тарелка черная»
“It was this kind of black plate”
(A. Freindlikh, natural communication)

Self-adaptor

Adaptive gestures

«Пока я не осердилась…»
“Until I got angry” (A. Freindlikh, natural communication)

Object-adaptor

«(Только те), с которыми я не стесняюсь быть самой собой» “(Only those people), with whom I am not ashamed
to be myself” (L. Gurchenko, natural communication)
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